SOLUTION COMPARISON BRIEF

AppSec Solutions for Every Need—
Including Yours
Web applications are not all created equal: They play various functions (with corresponding levels of business
criticality) from one organization to the next. It should come as no surprise, then, that application security
programs across organizations can differ significantly in terms of dedicated personnel, tools, and subject
matter expertise.
With these challenges in mind, Rapid7 provides several application security solutions; this brief is designed to
help you understand which one is right for you.

InsightAppSec

AppSpider Enterprise

Managed AppSec

Comprehensive, cloud-powered
application security testing for the
modern web

On-premise application security
testing for DevSecOps teams and
enterprise-wide use

A comprehensive approach to
AppSec—from scanning to pen
testing—run by our resident experts

TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS
It may seem counterintuitive at first, but purchasing an application security testing tool such as Rapid7 InsightAppSec or
AppSpider Enterprise typically makes the most sense for organizations who are either just starting out in application security,
or have reached maturity in this security discipline. Let’s explore why.
5 Minutes to a Scan with InsightAppSec
Depending on the needs of your organization, purchasing a product can be more cost-effective than hiring a managed
service; in the case of InsightAppSec, we have designed the product for a quick ramp-up and extremely short time-to-value.
In other words, you don’t need to be an application security expert to scan your applications and gain visibility into your risk
with InsightAppSec. For most organizations, InsightAppSec provides the vulnerability detection, compliance reporting, and
collaboration features required to effectively manage application security risk.
AppSpider Enterprise for DevSecOps and Mature Organizations
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A recent trend in application security is the concept of “shifting left” in the Software Development Lifecycle, or SDLC. Simply
put, this entails security testing applications earlier in the SDLC, before the application is put into production and made available
to end users. In order to accomplish this without slowing down development, integrations and automation are often used.
For mature application security programs that have established workflows between security and development teams (also
known as DevSecOps), Rapid7 offers AppSpider Enterprise. This solution currently offers the broadest range of integrations with
continuous integration (CI) tools, ticketing systems, web application firewalls (WAFs), and a public API.

MANAGED SOLUTIONS
When starting a new application security program or even reinvigorating an existing one, one of your considerations should be
whether or not your team is staffed to both operate the testing tools and collaborate with development teams to remediate
vulnerabilities. This decision typically hinges on the amount of risk that unknown web application vulnerabilities can create for
the organization. It’s also no secret that the security industry continues to be woefully understaffed, so despite the desire to
bring an application security professional in-house, the talent may simply be unavailable.
To that end, Rapid7 offers a Managed AppSec service alongside its application security products. Rapid7 Managed AppSec
provides the tools, expertise, and processes to effectively identify and prioritize application security risks while providing a clear
path towards remediation. Vulnerability validation, multi-step authentication, and advanced scan configurations are all included,
as well as a named customer advisor who will ensure your service is not just effective at measuring your risk, but also extremely
responsive.

INDUSTRY-LEADING TECHNOLOGY ACROSS THE PORTFOLIO
No matter which Rapid7 application security solution best fits your needs, you can be confident in our industry-leading Dynamic
Application Security Testing (DAST) technology—the only one built on a Universal Translator—to scan your applications and
exhaustively identify all the vulnerabilities therein.

COMPARING RAPID7 APPSEC SOLUTIONS

InsightAppSec

AppSpider
Enterprise

Managed AppSec

Cloud

On-Premise

Cloud

Architecture and Scalability
Delivery model
Rapid7 Insight platform
Unlimited scans
Multi-user support
Multiple scan engines
Support for small to large web app portfolios (dozens to
hundreds of apps)
Support for extra-large web app portfolios (thousands of
apps)

Vulnerability Detection
90+ Attack types, including OWASP Top Ten
Internal web application scanning
Online web application scanning
Advanced discovery and testing of dynamic web clients,
APIs, and microservices with Universal Translator (Advanced
JavaScript, AJAX, GWT, JSON, REST, AMF, SOAP)
Broad support of input methods (GET/POST, Cookie,
Header, File/Dir/Path, Multipart, JSON/XML, Parameter
Names, GWT, DWR, AMF)

COMPARING RAPID7 APPSEC SOLUTIONS

InsightAppSec

AppSpider
Enterprise

Managed
AppSec

Prices start at
$2,000 per app.*

Contact us

Contact us

Reporting and Remediation
Static report export (PDF, CSV)
Interactive report export (HTML)
Remediation advice
Attack Replay from reports
Compliance reports (PCI, HIPAA, SOX, OWASP)
Vulnerability discovery history
Scanning activity trend view

Scan Management
Scan scheduling with blackout periods
User and role based access controls

Integrations and DevOps Automation
Browser simulation tool integration (Selenium)
Swagger REST API definition support for automated API testing
Integration with ticketing systems (Atlassian Jira)
Integration with Continuous Integration/Continuous Delivery
(CI/CD) tools (Jenkins)
Public API
Web Application Firewall (WAF) virtual patching

Managed Services
Rapid7 experts manage and run scans
Vulnerability validation
Business logic testing
Named customer advisor

Pricing
Pricing structure
*Minimum of 10 applications; application identified by its fully-qualified domain name.

READY TO GET STARTED WITH RAPID7 APPSEC?

Contact your Account Executive, or reach out to sales@rapid7.com today.

